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Abstract
In this work, we study the impact of the
word order decoding direction for sta-
tistical machine translation (SMT). Both
phrase-based and hierarchical phrase-
based SMT systems are investigated by re-
versing the word order of the source and/or
target language and comparing the trans-
lation results with the normal direction.
Analysis are done on several components
such as alignment model, language model
and phrase table to see which of them ac-
counts for the differences generated by var-
ious translation directions. Furthermore,
we propose to use system combination,
alignment combinations and phrase table
combinations to take benefit from sys-
tems trained with different translation di-
rections. Experimental results show im-
provements of up to 1.7 points in BLEU

and 3.1 points in TER compared to the
normal direction systems for the NTCIR-
9 Japanese-English and Chinese-English
tasks.

1 Introduction
In this paper, we investigate the impact of word
order directions on statistical machine translation
(SMT) systems. The decoding direction of a
phrase based statistical machine translation engine
can effect the resulting translation. This work was
motivated to investigate additionally reverse align-
ment and language model training and to combine
the benefits of both direction translations. We re-
verse the word order from left-to-right to right-to-
left for source and target sentences to produce a
reverse bilingual corpus. We have several options

to use this reverse corpus. We can do all, the align-
ment training, the language model training and the
decoding process with the reverse data or take one
or two steps from this common pipeline. We com-
pare a full reverse system with the normal system.
Moreover, we compare the full reverse system with
systems trained on corpora with just source or tar-
get language reversed. We analyze which methods
depend on the word order and which one can give a
benefit. Additionally, we train translation systems
which reverse the source part only or the target part
only of a training corpus. We finally do a system
combination of several normal and reverse systems
to show the improvement of combining the benefit
of both translation directions. To make the com-
parison fair, the normal and reverse systems are
generated with the same basic features. Only the
word order is changed. Furthermore, we do align-
ment merging and phrase table merging of the nor-
mal and reverse systems.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2
we give an outline of related previous work. The
reverse translation approaches and the combina-
tion algorithms are in Section 3. In Section 4, we
give an overview of the translation engines. The
system setups are described in Section 5. We an-
alyze the differences of the alignment model and
language model training as well as the differences
of the decoding process in Section 6. The experi-
mental results are in Section 7. Finally in Section
8, we discuss the results.

2 Related Work
Watanabe and Sumita (2002) described a right-to-
left decoding method for a standard phrase-based
machine translation decoder. In addition, the au-
thors presented the bidirectional decoding method,
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which takes the advantages of both left-to-right
and right-to-left decoding method by generating
output in both ways. The experimental results
showed that the right-to-left decoding is better for
English-to-Japanese translation, while the left-to-
right decoding is suitable for Japanese-to-English
translation. It was also observed that the bidirec-
tional method was better for English-to-Japanese
translation. The authors suggested that the trans-
lation output generation should match with the
underlying linguistic structure for the output lan-
guage.

Finch and Sumita (2009) compared a standard
phrase-based machine translation decoder using a
left-to-right decoding strategy to a right-to-left de-
coder for many language pairs on small corpora.
The authors demonstrated that for most language
pairs, it was better to decode from right-to-left than
from left-to-right. However, the relative perfor-
mance of left-to-right and right-to-left strategies
seems to be highly language dependent. The word
order of the target language partially accounts for
the differences in performance when decoding in
different directions.

In both of the above described works, the au-
thors only changed the decoding direction. The
alignment were for both directions the same. Both
works motivate to investigate the impact of a right-
to-left alignment and language model training.
The authors tried to combine the advantages of
both left-to-right and right-to-left decoding with a
bidirectional decoding method. This motivates us
to use system combination, combination of align-
ments and combination of phrase tables to bene-
fit both translation directions. Besides the phrase-
based decoder, a hierarchical decoder is used in all
experiments. Instead of many language pairs with
small corpora, we focus on three language pairs on
large corpora. Further, we train the systems with
reverse word order on the source side only and on
the target side only.

In summary, the novel contribution of this pa-
per and differences with respect to the above two
works are:

1. Retraining of the alignment model with re-
verse corpora.

2. Usage of both hierarchical and standard
phrase-based decoders.

3. Application of system combination to take
benefits from bidirectional decoding.

4. Analysis of the results, including investiga-
tions of setup with merged alignments and
merged phrase tables from different direc-
tions.

5. Evaluation on large-scale tasks and data from
recent public evaluation campaigns.

3 Translation Setups
3.1 Reverse Translation
For reverse translation we need to change the word
order of the bilingual corpus. For example, if we
reverse both source and target language, the orig-
inal training example “der Hund mag die Katze .
→ the dog likes the cat .” is converted into a new
training example “. Katze die mag Hund der → .
cat the likes dog the”. We call this type of modi-
fication of source or target language reversion. A
system trained of this data is called reverse. This
modification changes the corpora and hence the
language model and alignment training produces
different results.

We define some reverse systems we use in
our experiments. For a source sentence f J

1 =
f1, f2, ..., fJ and a target sentence eI

1 = e1,e2, ...,eI

we define the following systems:

• normal system:
– normal corpus: f1, f2, ..., fJ and

e1,e2, ...,eI

– alignment and language model, phrase
training and decoding with normal
source and target corpus

• reverse system:
– reverse corpus: fJ, fJ−1, ..., f1 and

eI,eJ−1, ...,e1

– alignment and language model, phrase
training and decoding trained with re-
verse source and target corpus

• source-reverse system:
– source-reverse corpus: fJ, fJ−1, ..., f1

and e1,e2, ...,eI

– alignment, language model, phrase
training and decoding with reverse
source corpus and normal target corpus

• target-reverse system:
– target-reverse corpus: f1, f2, ..., fJ and

eI,eI−1, ...,e1

– alignment and language model, phrase
training and decoding with normal
source and reverse target corpus

• alignment-reverse system:
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– alignment from reverse system reversed
back

– language model from normal system
– phrase training and decoding with nor-

mal data
3.2 Merging of Alignment or Phrase Table
A two-directional alignment training is done by
combining the final normal and the final reverse
alignment. For that we make use of the well-
known merging heuristics acl, iu, intersection and
union (Och and Ney, 2002) and merge the normal
and reverse trained alignments.

A two-directional phrase table is a combination
of two phrase tables. We use two different meth-
ods for combining phrases. Intersection only keeps
phrases which exist in both phrase tables. The
model scores are the average of the model scores
of both phrase tables. Union is a superset of in-
tersection. Additionally to the phrases of intersec-
tion, we keep the phrases which belong to only one
phrase table. The combination method intersection
+ 4 features is based on intersection. We keep all
phrases which occur in both phrase tables and in-
stead of taking the average of each model, we keep
the normal scores and add the reverse scores of
both phrase translation probabilities and both lex-
ical smoothing probabilities to the phrase tables.
For intersection + 4 features, we have four addi-
tional models. For both the phrase table and the
alignment combination, we first reverse the reverse
trained alignment as well as the reverse trained
phrase table to the normal word order.

4 Translation Systems
We used a phrase-based SMT system, a hierarchi-
cal phrase-based SMT system and system combi-
nation in our experiments. In this section we de-
scribe the three system engines.

4.1 Phrase-based System
The phrase-based translation (PBT) system used
in this work is an in-house implementation which
is similar to the state-of-the-art PBT decoder de-
scribed in (Zens and Ney, 2008). We took a stan-
dard set of models with phrase translation prob-
abilities and lexical smoothing in both transla-
tion directions, word and phrase penalty, distance-
based distortion model, an n-gram target language
model and four binary count features. The model
weights were optimized with MERT (Och, 2003).

4.2 Hierarchical Phrase-based System
For our hierarchical phrase-based (HPBT) setups,
we employed the open source translation toolkit
Jane (Vilar et al., 2010). The HPBT implemen-
tation is similar to (Chiang, 2007) in which a
weighted synchronous context-free grammar is in-
duced from parallel corpora. In addition to con-
tiguous lexical phrases, hierarchical phrases with
up to two gaps are extracted. We utilized the cube
pruning algorithm (Huang and Chiang, 2007) for
decoding. The models integrated into our hierar-
chical systems were: phrase translation probabil-
ities and lexical smoothing in both translation di-
rections, word and phrase penalty, binary features
marking hierarchical phrases, glue rule, and rules
with non-terminals at the boundaries, four binary
count features and an n-gram language model. We
optimized the model weights with MERT (Och,
2003).

4.3 System Combination
System combination is used to produce consen-
sus translations from multiple hypotheses gener-
ated with different translation engines. The ba-
sic concept of our approach to machine transla-
tion system combination is similar to the system
described in (Matusov et al., 2008). This ap-
proach includes an enhanced alignment and re-
ordering framework. Alignments between the sys-
tem outputs are learned using GIZA++ (Och and
Ney, 2000). A confusion network (CN) is then
built using one of the hypotheses as “skeleton” or
“primary” hypothesis. A hard decision on which
of the hypotheses to use for that is not made, but
instead combine all possible CNs into one sin-
gle lattice. Majority voting on the generated lat-
tice is performed using the prior probabilities for
each system as well as other statistical models, e.g.
a special n-gram language model (LM) which is
learned on the input hypotheses. Scaling factors
of the models were optimized using MERT. The
translation with the best total score within the lat-
tice was selected as consensus translation.

5 NTCIR-9 System Setup
All our experiments were conducted on the
NTCIR-9 PatentMT. NTCIR-9 1 is a machine
translation evaluation task for patent domain. We
did our experiments on both Japanese-to-English

1http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/ntcir-9/index.html
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(Jp-En) and Chinese-to-English (Ch-En) subtasks.
Table 1 shows the corpus statistics of the bilin-
gual data used for the NTCIR-9 Jp-En task. The

bilingual corpora Japanese English
Sentences 3 172 464
Running Words 109 064 806 109 920 763
Vocabulary 122 295 112 214

Table 1: NTCIR-9 Jp-En bilingual training corpus
statistics.

monolingual corpora running words
us2003 1 486 878 644
us2005 1 295 478 799

Table 2: Corpus statistics of the preprocessed
NTCIR-9 English monolingual training data.

segmentation of the Japanese text was done using
the publicly available MeCab toolkit2. We used
the provided pat-dev-2006-2007 data as tuning set
(“dev”) to optimize the model weights. As un-
seen test set (“test”) we used the NTCIR-8 intrin-
sic evaluation data set. The language model is a
4-gram trained on the bilingual data and the mono-
lingual data sets us2003 and us2005 (Table 2).

For the second language pair, we took the Ch-
En corpus from the NTCIR-9 evaluation. Table 3
shows the statistics of the bilingual data used. This
corpus is smaller compared to the previous one.

bilingual corpora Chinese English
Sentences 992 519
Running Words 41 249 103 42 651 202
Vocabulary 95 320 315 953

Table 3: Corpus statistics of the preprocessed
bilingual training data for the NTCIR-9 Chinese-
English corpus.

We used the English side of the bilingual data
to build our language model. For the phrase-based
decoder, we used a 6-gram LM, for the hierarchical
system a 4-gram LM. Language models were cre-
ated with the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) using
modified Kneser-Ney discounting.

6 Analysis of Reverse and Normal
Systems

In the following section, we point out the differ-
ences between a reverse and normal system. We
2http://mecab.sourceforge.net/

analyze the alignment and language model train-
ing. For both decoders, we analyze the phrase ex-
traction and the decoding process.

6.1 Language Model
The procedure of LM training for both standard
and reverse system is the same. We used the
same amount of training data and utilize the same
smoothing method. Language models were cre-
ated with the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) using
modified Kneser-Ney discounting.

LM perplexity
Ch-En standard 59.12
Ch-En reverse 58.93
Jp-En standard 37.83
Jp-En reverse 37.78

Table 4: LM perplexities, all LMs are 4-grams.

Perplexity (ppl) information are given in Table
4. There is no evidence that the reverse LM train-
ing can be reason for a translation quality differ-
ence between a normal and an reverse system.

6.2 Alignment
For the alignment training we used IBM model 1
(IBM1) (Brown et al., 1993), HMM (Vogel et al.,
1996) and IBM model 4 (IBM4) (Brown et al.,
1993). The word order does not affect alignment
probability if we use IBM model 1. Hence for
the reverse and normal systems IBM1 produces the
same result. However, IBM model 4 as well as the
HMM model are effected as they depend on the
specific word positions which calculate a penalty
for the distance of two words. Two examples are
listed in Table 5 and Table 6. Table 5 is a German-
English sentence pair. For the normal direction the
source position of the full stop is 9, the target po-
sition of the full stop is 6. The reordering model
penalizes this distance of 3. For the reverse direc-
tion both full stops are at position 1 and no penalty
is calculated. Table 6 is a Chinese-English sen-
tence pair. For the reverse sentence pair the En-
glish word ’increase’ has much higher probabil-
ity to be aligned to the Chinese word ’zengzhang’.
The alignment training for the reverse and for the
normal system head to different results. However,
it is not clear which alignment training yields bet-
ter translation quality. As we are going to show
later, it is better to utilize both alignments. In Fig-
ure 1 an example alignment for a normal system
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is given. Compared to the alignment in Figure 2
for an reverse system, the normal alignment differs
slightly.

Figure 1: Example of normal alignment

Figure 2: Example of reverse alignment

6.3 Phrase Extraction and Decoding
The phrase extraction settings for lexical as well as
for hierarchical phrases are the same for the nor-
mal and the reverse direction. Formally, for lexical
phrases we get the following criterion for a given
sentence pair ( f J

1 ,e
I
1) with alignment A:

P( f J
1 ,e

I
1,A) ={

( f j2
j1 ,e

i2
i1) : ∀( j, i) ∈ A : j1 ≤ j ≤ j2↔ i1 ≤ i≤ i2

∧∃( j, i) ∈ A : j1 ≤ j ≤ j2∧ i1 ≤ i≤ i2
}

(1)
Followed from this equation, the source and tar-

get word order direction is not relevant for the lexi-
cal phrases. The hierarchical phrases are built from
the lexical phrases. All heuristics for generating
these are independent from the phrase direction.
To verify this with our phrase extraction, we com-
pared the phrase table of the reverse system and the
alignment-reverse system. Both systems used the
same alignment, but the word order differs. In Ta-
ble 9 the number of lexical as well as the number

of hierarchical phrases are listed. If we reverse the
source and target part of each reverse phrase pair
back to normal word order both phrase tables are
the same.

Another point we discover from Table 7 and Ta-
ble 8 is that the normal system has more unaligned
words which explains that the normal phrase table
size is bigger than the reverse one, as shown in Ta-
ble 9 and Table 10.

system source target
reverse 17 074 676 20 278 170
normal 18 039 699 20 598 882
total words 109 064 806 109 920 763

Table 7: Amount of unaligned words for Jp-En.

system source target
reverse 4 787 877 7 129 962
normal 4 874 689 7 233 732
total words 41 249 103 42 651 202

Table 8: Amount of unaligned words for Ch-En.

The decoding step of the hierarchical phrase-
based system is independent of the word order di-
rection. In our HPBT, the final translation is build
hierarchical, it is irrelevant if the corpus is reverse
or normal. The hierarchical decoder proceeds with
the search process in the same way for both direc-
tions.

For the standard phrase based approach, the
search is done by Dynamic Programming Beam
Search (Zens and Ney, 2008). As seen in the
publications mentioned in Section 2, the Dynamic
Programming Beam Search gives different results
when changing the decoding direction.

7 Experiments

We compared different methods with both NTCIR-
9 corpora. All experiments were evaluated with
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and TER (Snover et
al., 2006).

phrases HPBT normal HPBT reverse
hierarchical 20 303 097 19 883 111
lexical 14 473 801 14 464 621
total size 34 776 898 34 347 732

Table 10: Phrase table size for the Ch-En task for
the HPBT systems.
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Madam President , on a point of order .
Frau Präsidentin , zur Geschäftsordnung .
. order of point a on , President Madam
. Geschäftsordnung zur , Präsidentin Frau

Table 5: For the reverse sentence pair the source punctuation full stop has much higher probability to be
aligned to the target punctuation full stop.

china ’s foreign trade imports and exports continue to increase
zhongguo duiwaimaoyi jinchukou jixu zengzhang
increase to continue exports and imports trade foreign ’s china
zengzhang jixu jinchukou duiwaimaoyi zhongguo

Table 6: For the reverse sentence pair the English word increase has much higher probability to be
aligned to the Chinese word zengzhang (we use pinyin to represent Chinese words).

7.1 NTCIR-9 Japanese-English

For the Japanese-English corpus, we investigated
several different setups. All results are listed in
Table 11. First we compared for both translation
systems the performance of a normal and a reverse
system. For our standard phrase-based translation
system, the reverse system performs better then the
normal system with 0.7 points in BLEU and 0.8
points in TER. For our hierarchical system , the re-
verse system outperforms the normal system with
0.7 points in BLEU and 1.9 points in TER.

We first did the system combination with only
the normal PBT and normal HPBT systems. We
get an improvement of 0.2 points in BLEU com-
pared to the HPBT normal system. Nevertheless,
the TER score is 0.3 points worse compared to the
normal PBT system. In summary, system combi-
nation that only uses the normal PBT and normal
HPBT systems gave no improvement.

Secondly, we did the system combination with
combining four hypotheses (normal PBT, reverse
PBT, normal HPBT and reverse HPBT) . We get an
improvement of 1.7 points in BLEU and 3.1 points
in TER compared to the best single system HPBT
reverse.

Thirdly, we used HPBT to run some exper-
iments with only reversing the source (source-
reverse system) or the target corpus (target-reverse
system) . For the test set, the source-reverse system
performs worse in BLEU compared to both HPBT
normal and HPBT reverse systems. For TER, we
get an improvement of 0.4 points compared to
HPBT normal, but also loose performance com-
pared to HPBT reverse. The target-reverse system
performs worse compared to both HPBT systems.
Nevertheless, if we added the hypotheses to our

system combination we get an additional improve-
ment of 0.8 points in TER compared to the system
combination of the first four systems in Table 11.

7.2 NTCIR-9 Chinese-English

For Chinese-English, we focused on the compari-
son of the reverse and the normal systems and the
experiments of combining alignments and phrase
tables. The results are listed in Table 12. For PBT,
the normal system is slightly better than the reverse
system with 0.3 points in BLEU. For HPBT, the
reverse system performs better with 0.5 points in
BLEU and 1.7 points in TER compared to the nor-
mal HPBT system. The HPBT alignment-reverse
system performs similar to the HPBT reverse sys-
tem. As the reverse word order does not affect
the decoding, we can see that the reverse trained
language model does not change the translation
quality. The system combination of all four sys-
tems gives us an additional improvement of 0.4
points in BLEU and 0.5 points in TER compared
to our best single system. For the combination of
the normal and reverse alignments, the best result
is given by the union heuristic. We get an im-
provement of 0.2 points in BLEU, but we loose
0.7 points in TER compared to the best single sys-
tem. All in all, alignment combination gives us
no similar improvement like system combination.
The combination of the phrase tables degrades the
scores for the intersection heuristic as well as for
the union heuristic. Adding the features of the re-
verse phrase table to the normal one yields an im-
provement of 0.3 points in BLEU. Compared to the
system combination we loose 0.1 points in BLEU

and 0.6 points in TER. Nevertheless, adding the
four reverse model scores to the normal phrase ta-
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phrases HPBT normal HPBT reverse HPBT alignment-reverse PBT normal PBT reverse
hierarchical 34 205 034 33 150 034 33 150 034 - -
lexical 31 345 790 31 137 318 31 137 318 27 620 220 27 433 584
total size 65 550 824 64 287 352 64 287 352 27 620 220 27 433 584

Table 9: Phrase table size for the Jp-En task for the HPBT systems.

system dev test
BLEU

[%]
TER

[%]
BLEU

[%]
TER

[%]

PBT normal (*) 27.9 63.5 30.1 61.9
PBT reverse (*) 28.9 62.9 30.8 61.1
HPBT normal (*) 29.1 64.7 30.7 63.9
HPBT reverse (*) 29.6 63.3 31.4 62.0
syscombi of HPBT normal and PBT normal 29.4 63.2 30.9 62.2
syscombi of above 4 (*) systems 30.6 60.4 33.1 58.9
HPBT source-reverse (*) 28.0 64.1 30.0 62.4
HPBT target-reverse (*) 27.9 65.5 29.2 64.3
syscombi of all 6 (*) systems 30.8 59.4 33.1 58.1

Table 11: Results for NTCIR Jp-En. For all reverse systems, source and target language is reverse. For
the source-reverse and target-reverse systems, only one language is reverse.

system dev test
BLEU

[%]
TER

[%]
BLEU

[%]
TER

[%]

PBT normal (*) 34.8 50.7 33.3 51.9
PBT reverse (*) 34.9 50.6 33.0 51.9
HPBT normal (*) 35.8 50.5 34.1 51.7
HPBT reverse (*) 35.6 49.2 34.6 50.0
syscombi of above 4 (*) systems 36.7 48.1 35.0 49.5
HPBT alignment-reverse 36.0 49.6 34.6 50.1
HPBT alignment merge union 36.2 49.4 34.8 50.7
HPBT alignment merge acl 36.2 49.8 34.7 50.9
HPBT alignment merge intersection 35.7 50.2 34.6 51.3
HPBT alignment merge iu 35.7 50.0 34.5 50.8
HPBT phrase table merge intersection 35.1 50.1 34.0 51.1
HPBT phrase table merge union 33.5 54.8 32.1 55.3
HPBT phrase table merge intersection + 4 features 36.1 49.2 34.9 50.1

Table 12: Results for NTCIR-9 Ch-En. For all reverse systems, source and target language is reverse.

ble gives us the best result without system combi-
nation.

8 Conclusion

In this work we revisited the idea of translation
from right-to-left instead of the normal direction
left-to-right. In order to do so, we did alignment
and language model training as well as decoding
for the reverse word order. We built up several sys-
tems with different translation directions and pro-

posed to apply system combination to take bene-
fit of the strength of each of the setups. Without
any changes in preprocessing and with the stan-
dard set of models, we achieved an improvement
over normal phrase-based and hierarchical phrase-
based setups. The improvement is up to 1.7 points
in BLEU and 3.1 points in TER on the NTCIR-9
PatentMT task for Japanese-English. For Chinese-
English we were 0.4 points in BLEU and 0.5 points
in TER better than the best single system. In anal-
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ysis of our setups, we came to the conclusion that
the trained alignment is the main reason for vary-
ing different translation results of systems built
with different translation directions. We got im-
provement with the combination of the reverse and
normal alignments. The combination of the re-
verse and normal trained phrase tables degrades
the translation quality. Nevertheless, if we add the
feature of the reverse phrase table to the normal
one, we get the best results without system combi-
nation.

For future work, we could focus on more lan-
guage pairs with large amount of training data.
It could be useful to know on which language
pair the reverse system produces better results, as
the computational effort for reverse and normal
systems is the same. Furthermore, we could try
different heuristics to reorder source and target
language and learn the alignment with better re-
ordered source and target sides.
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